
 

BATS Feature Release Available Effective September 12, 2014 
 
Overview  
As part of the Direct Edge Integration in accordance with the previously announced platform change 
matrix, BATS is pleased to announce that effective Friday, September 12, 2014 (pending SEC 
approval), we will be releasing the following order entry features on the BATS BYX Exchange, BZX 
Exchange, and BATS Options Exchange: 
 

 BYX 
Exchange 

BZX 
Exchange 

BATS 
Options 

Exchange 
Visible Peg Orders X X  
Route Mid-Point Orders (RMPT) X   
Aggressive and Super Aggressive 
Routing X X X 

Routable Odd Lots Optionally 
Default to Super Aggressive 
Routing 

X X  

 
Visible Peg Orders 
On the effective date, the BYX Exchange and the BZX Exchange will begin offering a visible peg order 
type.  These visible pegs will peg to the NBB or NBO or to an offset amount lower than the NBB or 
higher than the NBO (i.e., a non-aggressive peg offset), depending on the instructions on the order.  
Members can specify a peg to be visible by setting the DisplayIndicator (FIX Tag 9479) to “v”, OrdType 
(FIX Tag 40) = “P”, and ExecInst (FIX Tag 18) = “R” (primary peg).     
 
Note:  With this release BATS will also support aggressive peg offsets, PegDifference (FIX Tag 211) for 
hidden primary pegs.   
 
Route Mid-Point Orders (RMPT) 
On the effective date, BYX Exchange will begin offering RMPT orders.  This instruction will allow orders 
to route at the mid-point of the NBBO to select liquidity destinations.  RoutStrategy (FIX Tag 9400) allows 
members to specify which liquidity destination their order can be routed to: 
 
 RoutStrategy (9400) = RMPT:  Book + Midpoint IOC Select CLC/DRT/Lit Venues [+ Post to Local 

Book if non-IOC] 
 
Aggressive and Super Aggressive Re-Routing Instructions 
On the effective date, each of BYX Exchange, BZX Exchange, and BATS Options Exchange will be 
adding to the route instructions that can be used to control the behavior of a routable booked order when 
another market center locks or crosses the booked order’s working price.   
 
To utilize the new Aggressive and Super Aggressive re-route instructions, Members can set the first 
character of RoutingInst (FIX Tag 9303) = “X” (Aggressive) or “S” (Super Aggressive) when using FIX 
Routing v2 or BOE v2.   
 
 
 

http://www.batsglobalmarkets.com/edgeintegration/
http://cdn.batstrading.com/resources/membership/BATS_PLATFORM_CHANGE_MATRIX.pdf
http://cdn.batstrading.com/resources/membership/BATS_PLATFORM_CHANGE_MATRIX.pdf
http://cdn.batstrading.com/resources/membership/BATS_US_EQUITIES_BOE_SPECIFICATION.pdf


Aggressive (Cross Only) 
A routable resting order will be lifted from the book and route when any quote at another Exchange 
crosses the resting order. 
 
Super Aggressive (Cross or Lock) 
A routable resting order will lift from the book and route when any quote at another Exchange either 
locks or crosses the resting order.  An identical route strategy currently exists on FIX Routing v1 and 
BOE v1 under the “Re-Route” route instruction name.  The current Re-Route route instruction will 
continue to be supported, but will be deprecated in favor of the Super Aggressive re-route strategy at a 
future date to be announced. 
 
Routable Odd Lots Handled as Super Aggressive/Re-Route (Equities Only) 
On the effective date, routable orders sent to either BYX Exchange or BZX Exchange can be assigned 
the Super Aggressive re-route strategy when the remaining size on the order is less than one round lot.  
Members using FIX Routing v2 or BOE v2 who wish to specify resting odd lot orders as Super 
Aggressive may do so by sending the RoutingInst (FIX Tag 9303) = “K”.  Members may also request 
changes to their default port settings using the Logical Port Request tool available in the BATS Member 
Web Portal. 
 
Testing Opportunities 
BATS will make these features available for testing in the BATS certification environments effective 
Tuesday, September 2, 2014.  Members that wish to enable FIX ports for Routing v2 or enable BOE 
ports for BOE v2 may schedule a certification test by contacting tradedesk@bats.com.    
 
More Information 
For more information, refer to the following technical specifications: 

US Equity FIX Specifications 

 BATS BYX Exchange US Equities FIX v1 Specification 
 BATS BZX Exchange US Equities FIX v1 Specification 
 BATS US Equities FIX v2 Specification (available in NY5 only) 

 
US Equity BOE Specifications 

 BATS BYX Exchange US Equities BOE v1 Specification 
 BATS BZX Exchange US Equities BOE v1 Specification 
 BATS US Equities BOE v2 Specification 

 
US Options FIX and BOE Specifications 

 BATS US Options FIX Specification 
 BATS US Options BOE v1 Specification 
 BATS US Options BOE v2 Specification 

 
Please contact the BATS Trade Desk or your Director of Sales with any questions.  We appreciate your 
continued support of BATS and look forward to earning more of your business. 
 
BATS Trade Desk 
913.815.7001 
tradedesk@bats.com 

Learn more about the BATS/Direct Edge merger at bats.com/edgeintegration. 
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